SHROUD MANIPULATOR
Continuous casting
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Safe and reliable handling of ladle shrouds

SHROUD MANIPULATOR
Continuous casting
NUMTEC Shroud Manipiulators are the first choice

It is the task of the manipulator to support all required

for safe and reliable shroud handling – since more

maneuvers during the entire casting process:

than 30 years.

»» Pick-up of shroud from magazine

Continuous

casting

using

ladle

shrouds

offers

»» Shroud pre-heating (optional)

significant advantages compared to open-stream

»» Positioning and docking on slide gate nozzle

casting. No re-oxidation of liquid steel, combined with

»» Casting with constant press-on force, following all

a low number of macro-inclusions like slag patches,
are the key to production of slabs, blooms and billets of
utmost quality. In simple words, a shroud is protecting

movements of ladle
»» Undocking and oxygen cleaning during ladle
exchange or at end of casting

and transferring liquid steel from ladle to tundish.

»» Return to shroud magazine or disposal of shroud

Depending on the boundaries of available space

All NUMTEC shroud manipulators are featuring an

and degree of automation, three versions of shroud

internal safety system to retain the press-on force

manipulators are available:

even in case of power outages and therefore fully

»» Fully automatic

comply with safety equipment performance level d/

»» Remote controlled

cat. 3 according to EN 14753.

»» Locally controlled

YOUR ADVANTAGES
»» Low maintenance and long lasting design
NUMTEC shroud manipulators are built to last in heavy industry environment. Selected components are the
key for unprecedented reliability. Thanks to the rugged design also the maintenance effort is reasonable.

»» Operational safety raised to the next level
Safe shroud handling in regular and exceptional situations. Minimize wear and tear of shrouds and slide gate
nozzles by proper handling. Manipulator cannot collapse during casting. Complies with common strategies for
emergency moves of ladle. Keep operators out of hazardous areas by use of automatic or remote controlled
manipulators. Safety equipment PL d/cat. 3 according to requirements of EN 14753

»» Enables casting of high quality steel
Fast shroud cleaning and docking combined with full argon flushing functionality and capability of submerged
casting guarantee a proper return of investment.

LOCALLY CONTROLLED
SHROUD MANIPULATOR
The entry-level machine for reliable handling of ladle shrouds.
It enables the local operator to perform all required shroud
movements during the casting process.
Easy handling guaranteed due to hydraulically assisted lifting/lowering
and turning of shrouds. After docking, the manipulator retains a
constant press-on force between shroud and slide gate nozzle
and it freely follows typical movements of the ladle. A unique safety
feature inherent in all NUMTEC shroud manipulators is the always
constant press-on force, even in case of power outages. Optionally an
automatic lowering function can be implemented which is triggered in
case of an emergency movement of the ladle.
Features:
»» Adapters for all common shroud types available
»» Lean solution for replacement of simple boom-type manipulators
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Heat protection cover

6

Swivel arm

2

Control for shroud lifting/lowering

7

Lifting/Lowering and retaining cylinder

3

Handles for manual pre-positioning

8

Jib arm

4

Drive for shroud turning

9

Fork head with centering ring

5

Control for shroud turning

10 Shroud
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TECHNICAL DATA
Usual application

Continuous cast products

Casting platform
Tundish car

Machine type

Locally controlled

Machine data

Lenght of jib arm:

2000 - 5500 mm

Turning of jib arm:

+/- 120°

Press on force (adjustable):

up to 3 kN

Vertical stroke:

1500 mm

Horizontal stroke:

600 mm

Turning of manipulator:

Approx. 140°

Main supply:

3 x 400 V, 50 Hz (other voltages possible)

Power consumption:

Approx. 5 kVA

Control voltage:

24 VDC

Medium:

Mineral oil or water glycol

Pressure:

Min. 180 bar

Consumption:

Max. 30 l/min

Pressure:

6 bar

Consumption

approx. 150 l/min.

Electrical data

Hydraulic data

Argon

All rights reserved including errors and technical changes.

OPTIONS
»» Manual shroud magazine
»» Shroud oxygen cleaning station
»» Shroud (pre-) heating station
»» Piping for Argon flushing

REMOTE CONTROLLED
SHROUD MANIPULATOR
The advanced machine that features full remote control of all
required ladle shroud movements.
Allows the operator to work from a safe distance to the hazardous
area. The manipulator is equipped with a robust, industry-standard
radio remote control. Extended press-on forces up to 10 kN enable
submerged casting operation. After docking, the manipulator retains
a constant press-on force between shroud and slide gate nozzle and
it freely follows typical movements of the ladle. A unique safety feature
inherent in all NUMTEC shroud manipulators is the always constant
press-on force, even in case of power outages. It also enables
automatic lowering in case of an emergency movement of the ladle.
Includes piping for Argon flushing.
Features:
»» No operator in hazardous area due to full remote control
»» Extended press-on force for submerged casting
»» Adapters for all common shroud types available
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1

Heat protection cover

5

Fork head with centering ring

2

Drive for shroud turning

6

Linear guides for shroud forward/backward movement

3

Drive for shroud forward/backward movement

7

Slew ring and drive for manipulator turning

4

Lifting/Lowering and retaining cylinder

8

Shroud

TECHNICAL DATA
Usual application

Continuous cast products

Casting platform
Tundish car

Machine type

Remote controlled

Machine data

Lenght of jib arm:

2000 - 5500 mm

Turning of jib arm:

+/- 120°

Press on force (adjustable):

Up to 10 kN

Vertical stroke:

Approx. 1500 mm

Horizontal stroke:

650 mm

Turning of manipulator:

Approx. 140°

Main supply:

3 x 400 V, 50 Hz (other voltages possible)

Power consumption:

Approx. 5 kVA

Control voltage:

24 VDC

Medium:

Mineral oil or water glycol

Pressure:

Min. 180 bar

Consumption:

Max. 30 l/min

Pressure:

6 bar

Consumption:

approx. 150 l/min

Electrical data

Hydraulic data

Argon

All rights reserved including errors and technical changes.

OPTIONS
»» Manual shroud magazine
»» Shroud oxygen cleaning station
»» Shroud (pre-) heating station
»» Industrial wireless or wired
  remote control of all movements

FULLY AUTOMATIC
SHROUD MANIPULATOR
Automation on the casting floor at its best. Looking for a
machine that combines all advantages of the remote controlled
manipulator with the flexibility of a robot?
Then the fully automatic shroud manipulator is the first choice.
Featuring an industrial robot controller the machine allows teaching
of all required ladle shroud maneuvers and executing them triggered
by the caster control system. Due to the continuous path control, all
movements are executed and completed in the shortest possible time.
Extended press-on forces up to 10 kN enable submerged casting
operation. After docking, the manipulator retains a constant presson force between shroud and slide gate nozzle and it freely follows
typical movements of the ladle. A unique safety feature inherent in all
NUMTEC shroud manipulators is the always-constant press-on force,
even in case of power outages. It also enables automatic lowering
in case of an emergency movement of the ladle. Includes piping for
Argon flushing.
Features:
»» Shortest possible ladle changing time
»» Extended press-on force for submerged casting
»» Automated picking-up of shrouds from magazine
and shroud cleaning
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Drive for shroud lifting/lowering

7

Shroud

2

Drive for shroud turning

8

Retaining cylinder

3

Heat protection cover

9

Linear guides for shroud forward/backward movement

4

Jib arm

10 Slew ring and drive for manipulator turning (not visible)

5

Automated coupling for fast shroud exchange

11 Drive for shroud forward/backward movement

6

Fork head with centering ring

TECHNICAL DATA
Usual application

Continuous cast products

Machine types

Fully Automatic

Machine data

Lenght of jib arm:

2000 - 5500 mm

Turning of jib arm:

+/- 120°

Press on force (adjustable):

Up to 10 kN

Vertical stroke:

Approx. 1500 mm

Horizontal stroke:

650 mm

Turning of manipulator:

Max. 220°

Main supply:

3 x 400 V, 50 Hz (other voltages possible)

Power consumption:

8 kVA

Control voltage:

24 VDC

Medium:

Mineral oil or water glycol

Pressure:

180 – 210 bar

Consumption:

Max. 30 l/min

Pressure:

6 bar

Consumption:

approx. 150 l/min

Electrical data

Hydraulic data

Argon

Casting platform

All rights reserved including errors and technical changes.

OPTIONS
»» Magazine for automated shroud exchange
»» Slide gate nozzle detection for accurate pre-positioning
»» Shroud oxygen cleaning station
»» Shroud (pre-) heating station
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